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FORECASTING FACEBOOK USER ENGAGEMENT 
USING HYBRID PROPHET LSTM AND IFOREST

ABSTRACT

Business forecasting remains a popular topic these days. A reliable business forecast often plays a vital role in an advertising 

campaign. The amount of attention acquired by posting an advertisement is one of the most essential criteria to determine the 

effectiveness of the advertisement. The number of times that public users engage with a content signifies the amount of attention 

received, which was measured by user engagement.  With a good forecast, the advertisement could be promoted to a larger 

number of people. Facebook, as the most popular social media site, is preferred by the majority of advertisers. Therefore, this 

study addresses Facebook user engagement by forecasting the optimum date to post an advertisement.  Different forecasting 

models, each with its own strengths and weaknesses, are used to model time series data with various properties. The objective 

of this study is threefold: to investigate the accuracy of the proposed Hybrid Prophet-LSTM that combines Long Short-Term 

Memory (LSTM) and FBProphet (Prophet), to study the holiday impact on user engagement forecasting on Facebook brand 

pages, and to study the effect of implementing Isolation Forest (iForest) on the dataset and its contribution to the forecast result. 

Data from three popular brand pages were used in the experiments in the period of June 2018 to March 2021. The results show 

that the proposed hybrid model outperforms both the standalone LSTM and Prophet across the datasets. Besides, it is found 

that holiday effect could generally increase forecast accuracy. In general, datasets pre-processed using iForest can reduce the 

forecast error under specific conditions. Therefore, the optimum date for an advertisement campaign can be determined on the 

basis of the most anticipated user engagement, which consequently enhances the business income. 

Keywords: Time Series forecasting, Hybrid forecasting, Business forecasting, Prophet, LSTM, Holiday effect

1.0 INTRODUCTION

User engagement refers to attention, interaction, perceived user 

control, and impression from public users (Brien and Toms, 

2008). Businesses are constantly seeking innovative ways to 

improve the effectiveness of their advertisements. Adopting 

ineffective marketing techniques for a marketing campaign 

would not only squander corporate resources, but will also fail to 

get the desired results.  The absence of user engagement with the 

advertising platform was the most common reason advertising 

campaigns underperforming (Goldsmith and Lafferty, 2002; 

Frolova, 2014). The forecasted user engagement on a given 

advertisement plays an essential role in maximising the effect 

of an advertisement. According to the study by Frolova (2014), 

effective advertising can considerably increase volume of sales 

profits, foster consumption culture, fulfil customer wants for 

goods, and link advertiser and consumer audience in terms of 

communication channels. In other words, businesses should 

promote at the best time possible to achieve the most responses 

or user engagement from the audience.

Massive volumes of data from a large number of consumers 

are being collected through the media, particularly social media. 

A variety of studies by Schoen et al. (2013); Srinivasan et al. 

(2013); Breitenecker (2014); Kundi et al. (2014); Yasuko, Etuso, 

Akira (2014); Li et al. 2015; Di Gangi and Wasko (2016); Lee 

et al., (2016); Debreceny (2019) have utilized social media data 

for various analysis. Researchers can study human behaviour 

patterns and predict user engagement using data from social 

media. In recent years, business forecasting has been a popular 

topic of study. The approach has been used to forecast time series 

data such as future stock movement (Sidi, 2020), traffic matrix 

(Azzouni and Pujolle, 2017), insurgency movement (Waeto et al., 

2017), and user engagement (Srinivasan et al., 2013). However, 

there are some uncertainties in exploring the datasets collected in 

each of these applications. In this paper, these uncertainties were 

removed using iForest before fitting the datasets into forecasting 
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models. The objectives of resolving the uncertainties of the 

datasets are to decrease modelling error, hence increasing the 

forecast accuracy.

With an accurate forecasting result, user engagement for 

an advertisement may be easily attained. Selecting the right 

forecasting model is, therefore, of utmost importance. Today, 

businesses are using a variety of forecasting methods. In this 

study, forecasting experiments are conducted using Facebook 

data. This research employs the proposed Hybrid Prophet-LSTM 

by Kong et al., (2021) to forecast user engagement that would 

in turn assist businesses in making managerial decisions on the 

commencement of an advertising campaign.

In Section 2, applications of forecasting techniques in 

various fields are presented, showing how forecasting models 

are being used to solve various business problem. In Section 3, 

the details of the data set and the proposed model are explained. 

The results of the evaluation can be found in Section 4. Section 5 

discusses the findings and conclusion for this study.

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Forecasting in Businesses
Different models have been employed to analyse and solve 

various business problems (Polat, 2007). It is important to 

determine which model to use to solve a business problem. 

Prediction and forecasting have recently been a popular topic. 

To overcome the network traffic problem, the study by Azzouni 

and Pujolle (2017) used the LSTM model to predict the network 

traffic matrix. Real-world data from the GEANT organisation 

network was used to test the feasibility of the LSTM model. The 

LSTM model is validated that could accurately predict traffic 

metrics. This forecast result is used to assist network operators 

in making decisions such as traffic accounting, short-time traffic 

scheduling, traffic rerouting, network design, long-term capacity 

planning, and network anomaly detection based on actual 

network traffic flows.

Yenidogan et al. (2018) used forecasting to tackle the 

difficulty of Bitcoin forecasting in a recent study. The dataset 

contains two years of Bitcoin exchange rates against a variety 

of currencies. The author employed Prophet to project future 

Bitcoin values, which is a critical subject for profit-seeking 

investors.  Bitcoin values were considered successful for the 

future 90-day forecast with a precision of 94.5%. A credible 

forecast of future Bitcoin values would be valuable information 

for investors who want to profit from their Bitcoin investments. 

The articles demonstrate how a forecasting model can be used 

to solve a business prediction problem by providing estimated 

future values that can be used to help make decisions.

Another study by Li et al. (2015) used forecasting to address 

a Twitter advertising problem. The click-through rate (CTR) on 

the Twitter timeline was forecasted using pointwise learning, 

pairwise learning, and a further improvement version based on 

these two models. In the work, the authors proposed a model that 

used an improvised algorithm based on pairwise and pointwise 

learning to learn user impressions with the click probability. The 

forecast result will alter how Twitter displays advertisements to 

users, leading to a higher CTR from Twitter users.  The outcome 

from the model is found to be a more successful approach than 

traditional computational advertising, which are sponsored 

search and contextual advertising. The author concluded that the 

proposed method could significantly enhance the users’ CTR on 

Twitter’s advertisements.

The forecasting technique could also be used on social 

media data for a variety of purposes. Schoen et al. (2013) 

forecast future events and developments using social 

media data. The events include the area of politics, finance, 

entertainment, market demands, health, and others. The same 

study by Schoen et al. (2013) included influenza incidence, 

product sales, stock market movement, and electoral results as 

examples of forecasting applications using social media data. 

As a result, user engagement is forecast to decide the optimal 

date to promote. A reliable forecast of user engagement 

could help companies make strategic decisions about how to 

execute a successful advertising campaign that reaches the 

largest number of people.

However, many of the researchers tend to neglect the 

effect of holiday events on the forecast result, as well as the 

complexity of forecasting human behaviour-related events such 

as user engagements in this study. To solve the above-mentioned 

business problem would require a hybrid methodology such as 

Hybrid LSTM-Prophet model (Kong et al., 2021).

These studies by Hummel and Sligo (1971); Saccenti et al. 

(2014) implied that both multivariate and univariate approaches 

should be used because the results from these two analyses are 

complementary. Businesses should validate the result from both 

multivariate and univariate approaches with numerous methods, 

such as referring to expert knowledge and experience in the domain, 

conducting experiments using other datasets, and comparing the 

result with other single-variable data analysis in advertising, as 

advertising investment is a complicated practice in the real world 

(Dawes et al., 2018). However, this study would only be scoped in 

univariate analysis, or single-variable business forecasting.

3.0 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

3.1 Time Series Data
The study by Bashar et al., (2012) shows Facebook is the largest 

and the most favoured social media platform for public users. 

To determine which variable is important to the research, the 

Facebook page and post metrics (Insight - Pages, 2022) were 

examined. Three brands were arbitrarily chosen from each 

category of food, beverages and cosmetics. The purpose of the 

following sections is to forecast the daily engagement received 

by a certain Facebook Page in order to reach the largest number of 

people possible. The target variable is the daily page engagement 

attribute, which was crawled from Facebook. Page engagement 

is a daily metric derived from user actions such as clicks, 

responses, comments, shares, and other forms of interaction 

with the page. In this study, only one variable, customer page 

engagement, was examined and forecasted.

Three datasets from two distinct sectors were gathered. 

Two years of daily time series data, starting on June 1, 2018, 

and ending on March 31, 2021, were gathered as a dataset from 

the three specified pages. Malaysian Public Holiday has been 

included in Prophet's holiday component. The purpose of this 

holiday dataset is to investigate the impact of holiday effects on 

time series forecast results. To assess the influence of holiday 

effects, a comparison study is carried out.
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The number of times users engage with a certain page on 

a daily basis is called customer page engagement. As a result, 

this variable is a daily data variable with a daily count of user 

engagement. Users' clicks, reactions, shares, comments, and 

other actions are used to calculate user engagement. In general, 

customer page engagement is a measurement of how much 

public users pay attention to a page.

The datasets were examined to see whether any outliers 

existed. The term "outlier" refers to observations that differ from 

the majority of the data (Rousseeuw and Hubert, 2018). These 

abnormal observations are also known as anomalies in a machine 

learning context. However, Pollet and van der Meij (2017) said 

that outliers may be caused by various errors such as data entry 

errors, experimental errors, data processing errors, measurement 

errors, and natural. If the outliers were not produced by any 

of the above-mentioned errors, these observations should be 

categorised as the novelties of the data. Although we ensured 

that the datasets do not have any outliers caused by the 

mentioned errors, however we conducted experiments using 

outlier detection and removal technique to measure and evaluate 

the outcome of removing these abnormal observations from the 

dataset and its contribution to the forecast result.

3.2 Proposed Procedure
This study uses the proposed Hybrid Prophet-LSTM by Kong 

et al., (2021) to enhance forecast accuracy. In the suggested 

hybrid methodology, Prophet is used as the linear model, while 

LSTM is used to address the residual nonlinear connection 

in the time series data. Prophet is used to model regular, and 

nonregular holiday events. Because time series data contains 

both linear and nonlinear structure, a nonlinear model, such as 

LSTM, is used to represent the residual matrix from a linear 

model. With its remarkable potential to address nonlinearity 

relationships in time series, LSTM is utilised to model nonlinear 

relationships in the residual matrix to produce better forecast 

results. To create the forecast result, the time series data were 

first fitted into Prophet. The residual matrix was computed 

using Prophet's forecasted output, and the residual matrix was 

then fitted into LSTM. The forecast residual is used to compute 

the hybrid forecast output. Finally, the output produced by the 

hybrid model is evaluated using several performance metrics and 

compared to the results of various models.

The datasets were analysed using (iForest), the outlier 

detection technique that we selected in this study. iForest is 

proved to have great performance with high efficiency with 

only a very small numbers of tress or sub-sampling size (Liu 

et al., 2012). Many researchers Liu et al., (2012); Ding and Fei 

(2013); Hofmockel and Sax (2018); Gao et al. (2019); Holmer 

(2019); Hariri et al., (2021) have been adapting iForest as a 

tool for anomaly detection and even creating an iForest-based 

approach. Liu et al., (2012) said that iForest takes the advantages 

of anomaly properties where: the anomalies are the minority and 

consist of fewer instances; the anomalies have values that are 

very different from the normal instances. In a simpler word, 

anomalies are less and different when compared to the normal 

observations. The study by Liu et al., (2012) demonstrates the 

algorithm of iForest to estimate s, the anomaly score of the 

data points. The anomaly score s is used to make the following 

assessment: normal common samples (s lower than 0.5), normal 

uncommon samples (s near 0.5), and outliers (s very close to 1).

In this study, it is observed that many unexplainable data 

points occurred in the time series. These data points were 

further analysed and it is observed that these data points were 

not explainable by the time series trend, seasonality, nor holiday 

effect. Additionally, these data points were not caused by either 

of the errors. Therefore, in this study, these anomalies were 

identified and removed using iForest, to evaluate the effect of 

iForest on the datasets and its impact on the forecast result.

4.0 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

4.1 Time Series Decomposition
An analysis is performed to study the individual components in 

the time series data. The user engagement data was analysed using 

decomposition feature in Prophet. A decomposition result was 

generated to understand various characteristics of a time series 

such as its trend, holiday effects, and multiple forms of seasonality.

In order to achieve a reliable forecast, it is important to capture 

the components in the time series. Simpler to say, the clearer the 

captured pattern, the better the model understands the data. The 

decomposition result shown in Fig. 1 is created using Dataset 1. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the Prophet model decomposes the time series 

into individual components and analyses each of these components 

separately. Parameters for each of these components can also be 

adjusted individually. Each of these graphs tells information for 

each component in the time series. Fig. 1(a) shows the growth 

trend of engagement, Fig. 1(b) shows the impact scale of holiday 

effects on engagement, Fig. 1(c) shows the weekly seasonality, 

Fig. 1(d) shows the yearly seasonality, Fig. 1(e) shows the monthly 

seasonality and Fig. 1(f) demonstrates the quarterly seasonality.

In Fig. 2, it shows the decomposition analysis result after 

the dataset is pre-processed using iForest. As the 'outliers' 

were detected and removed during iForest, the dataset now 

does not have the 'peak points' that differ from most common 

observations. Here we demonstrate the difference before and 

after using iForest. In Fig. 2(a), the growth trend reduced in 

total variance. The pattern of different forms of seasonality in 

Fig. 2(c), Fig. 2(d), Fig. 2(e), and Fig. 2(f) changed accordingly. 

Furthermore, in Fig. 2(d), the yearly seasonality pattern become 

more stably recursive compared to Fig. 1(d) that captured some 

noise in the time series. Although Prophet's model seems to be 

able to capture the pattern of the series better than using the 

original data, here we only compare the effect of iForest with the 

time series, and the contribution of iForest to the forecast result 

will be discussed later.

4.2 Standalone and Hybrid Prophet-LSTM 
Algorithm

The linear relationship in time series data was fitted using 

Prophet and the remaining pattern under the Prophet residual 

was fitted into LSTM. Five distinct methods are compared for 

creating a reliable forecast result and examining the impact of 

the holiday effect on the forecast outcome. Prophet, Prophet 

without holiday, LSTM, Hybrid Prophet-LSTM, and Hybrid 

Prophet-LSTM without holiday were among the approaches 

used. These methods are evaluated using different performance 

metrics including Weighted Mean Absolute Percentage Error 

(WMAPE), R2 Score, Root mean square error (RMSE) and Mean 

Absolute Deviation (MAD).
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Figure 2: Individual components of Prophet’s decomposition result after iForest
a) Data trend, b) Holiday effects, c) Weekly seasonality, d) Yearly seasonality, e) Monthly seasonality, f) Quarterly seasonality

Figure 1: Individual components from Prophet’s decomposition result
a) Data trend, b) Holiday effects, c) Weekly seasonality, d) Yearly seasonality, e) Monthly seasonality, f) Quarterly seasonality
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Table 1 compares the results of the three models with 

different approaches without removing anomalies using 

iForest. Models 1 and 2 are the standalone Prophet and 

LSTM, and Model 3 is the Hybrid Prophet-LSTM. Models 

were also compared with and without the holiday component. 

Prophet has a WMAPE of 47.86 %, 21.19 % and 55.35 %, 

respectively, using the three datasets. By comparing the error 

rates of the standalone Prophet and LSTM models, the results 

show that Prophet's error rate is at least double or more than 

LSTM's error rate. LSTM outperforms Prophet by producing 

fewer errors and a lower overall error rate. When LSTM is 

compared to the hybrid model, the hybrid model outperforms 

the LSTM model in every aspect. By having reduced mistakes 

and error rates, as well as a higher R2 value, the hybrid model 

outperforms the LSTM. The hybrid model is an alternative to 

the traditional model.

Prophet model did not demonstrate good modelling in this 

case since Prophet's holiday component does not significantly 

improve Prophet's performance. Despite the fact that holiday 

effects were not adequately visible in Prophet's forecasting 

results, the holiday component has a significant impact on 

the hybrid model forecast result for Dataset 3. The holiday 

component has a minor influence on Datasets 1 and 2, but has 

a considerable impact on Dataset 3 with an error reduction of 

18.89 % to 31.86 % without the holiday component. Overall, 

the holiday component could improve the hybrid Prophet-LSTM 

model in producing a more accurate forecast.

Table 1 shows that LSTM outperforms Prophet when it 

comes to modelling user engagement time series data. As a 

result, a hybrid model may model both linear and nonlinear time 

series data with steady performance because it incorporates the 

strengths of both linear and nonlinear models.

During the study, it was discovered that although the Prophet 

linear model can detect seasonality in Datasets 1 and 3, the 

seasonality captured is unusual and does not show an observable 

pattern, which can considerably increase forecast error. When 

there is no observable seasonality pattern in the time series, the 

forecasting accuracy for these datasets is relatively low.

The forecasting models demonstrate their feasibility 

modelling time series data to forecast user page engagement as 

a result of the findings. The hybrid model, which was shown 

to be the best, had a forecast error range of 5.80 % to 18.89 %. 

Businesses can forecast page engagement using a good model, 

which can then be used to determine the optimal day to start an 

advertising campaign. Posting an advertisement on a day with 

higher engagement indicates that the advertisement will reach a 

larger group of audience.

Similarly, Table 2 uses datasets that were pre-processed 

using iForest. Prophet has a WMAPE of 45.28 %, 5.60 %, and 

18.11 %, respectively, using the three datasets as shown in 

Table 1. Compared to the result shown in Table 1, Prophet 

generally performs better for the three datasets. It is observed that 

iForest can generally increase Prophet and LSTM’s performance 

whether with holiday component included or not.

However, it is found that the Hybrid model performs terribly 

bad with the highest forecast error and highest RMSE and MAD 

in Dataset 1. The forecast error for Prophet remains the same 

and lower forecast error for LSTM. It is found that huge forecast 

errors occurred while modelling the residual matrix in the Hybrid 

Prophet-LSTM modelling process. Although when modelling the 

pre-processed Dataset 1 has a WMAPE of 45.27%, Hybrid Prophet-

LSTM showed that it has the capability to reduce error even if 

there was high forecast error occurred when modelling using 

Prophet in creating residual matrix. Therefore, this can be explained 

by the iForest outlier removal procedure. As mentioned earlier, 

there were no outliers caused by any kind of errors. The reason why 

iForest is conducted is to experiment the effect of removing the 

“outlier” of the dataset and its contribution to the forecast accuracy. 

In Table 2, iForest generally increases the accuracy of the forecast 

by reducing error except for the data set using the hybrid Prophet-

LSTM model in Dataset 1. This result is tally with the modelling 

result because both Prophet and LSTM demonstrated to capture 

a clearer pattern of the series than before. For the huge error that 

occurred in Dataset 1 Hybrid Prophet-LSTM, it can be explained 

that LSTM failed to model the residual matrix after removing the 

natural of the dataset, provided there are no outliers in the data. 

Table 1: Performance metrics for Prophet, LSTM, and Hybrid models without using iForest

Prophet Prophet 
(No Holiday) LSTM Hybrid

Prophet-LSTM
Hybrid Prophet-LSTM

(no holidays)

WMAPE 47.8679% 46.9547% 17.7578% 16.8768% 15.6264%
R2 99.9339% 99.9401% 95.8725% 99.9946% 99.9953%

RMSE 763.306 744.791 347.279 243.283 227.217
MAD 504.749 495.586 182.326 173.859 161.094

WMAPE 21.1959% 21.4081% 6.1050% 5.8045% 5.5680%
R2 99.9930% 99.9928% 94.7999% 99.9995% 99.9996%

RMSE 5088.143 5163.085 2283.617 1381.347 1298.541
MAD 4037.848 4079.288 1160.590 935.641 855.583

WMAPE 55.3595% 58.1690% 22.8360% 18.8923% 31.8675%
R2 99.5889% 99.4153% 58.5297% 99.9799% 99.8619%

RMSE 328.844 337.710 783.955 112.955 283.801
MAD 168.269 170.354 63.780 58.906 117.100D
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The proposed approach incorporates features such as a 

customizable calendar of events or holidays. In addition to 

irregular holiday events, this study models seasonality and 

trend components. Experiments were carried out to verify the 

effectiveness of the proposed model. We can see that by including 

the holiday components in the hybrid model, the models perform 

better overall. The suggested model has the smallest forecast 

errors and performs well on a wide range of datasets and scales 

of variance. Additionally, iForest could significantly reduce 

the forecast error when the characteristic of the dataset is well 

defined. It is best to seek for advice from business expert in the 

respective domains.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The Hybrid Prophet-LSTM was utilised in this work to combine 

linear and nonlinear models to produce improved forecast 

results. As a result, it can be inferred that while attempting to 

produce an accurate forecast, there are two critical factors to 

consider.  The compatibility of the linear model would be the 

first concern. The performance of the linear model was found 

to have a significant impact on the hybrid forecast result. In 

the hybrid model, a well-performing output in the linear model 

would offer an exceptional outcome. The selection of features 

is the second factor. In this study, only one variable was chosen 

for forecasting, which resulted in a univariate analysis. 

Analysing the relationship between the dependent variable and 

other independent variables would be future work for this study. 

It can be stated that the results of this study will be possible to 

forecast dates with the most user engagement. However, any 

managerial judgment should not be made solely on the basis 

of this variable. This study serves the purpose of exploring 

the expected effect of advertising. Businesses should instead 

validate the result with numerous approaches, such as referring 

to expert knowledge and experience in the domain, conducting 

experiments using other datasets, and comparing the result with 

other single-variable data analysis in advertising, as advertising 

investment is a complicated practice in the real world.  
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